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SUBJECT:  FY13 General Bill Amendments 
 
 During the 2013 Legislative Session, HB1060 and SB90 amended the FY13 general bill.  
The details of these two bills are listed below.  DSU received a “special” appropriation through 
SB236 which takes effect in FY13 due to an emergency clause on the bill.  The dollars in all of 
these bills are considered one-time adjustments and are not part of the base budgets. 
 
HB1060:  This amendment added a total of $11,461,276 in all funds and 15.0 FTE.  A total of 
$7,461,276 was provided for the health insurance shortfall: $2,595,226 of general funds; 
$1,386,724 of federal authority; and, $3,479,326 of other fund authority.  In addition, $2.0M in 
other fund HEFF authority was allocated to the central office for additional M&R which was 
approved by the Board in December 2012.  DSU received $2.0M in other fund authority and 4.0 
FTE due to an increase in self-support enrollments and growth in the Data Center Contract with 
BIT.  BHSU received an additional 8.0 FTE, NSU 2.0 FTE, and SDSD 1.0 FTE. 

 

BOR - HB1060 FY13 Budget Impact

General Federal Other FTE
Central Office 41,777$         -$               2,022,639$      -        
BHSU 135,649$       122,500$        446,410$         8.0        
DSU 149,806$       55,337$          2,170,514$      4.0        
NSU 165,139$       14,155$          169,327$         2.0        
SDSMT 229,129$       186,288$        341,437$         -        
SDSU 895,214$       412,079$        1,636,824$      -        
AES 125,508$       120,127$        97,846$           -        
CES 116,829$       127,134$        15,344$           -        
USD 467,124$       215,669$        470,053$         -        
SSOM 195,811$       129,990$        108,932$         -        
SDSD 19,074$         -$               -$                 1.0        
SDSBVI 54,166$         3,445$            -$                 -        

Total 2,595,226$    1,386,724$     7,479,326$      15.0      
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During Governor Daugaard’s FY14 budget address, it was brought to our attention that 
there would be a health insurance shortfall in the current fiscal year, FY13.  The Board of 
Regent’s shortfall totaled $7,461,276 in all fund sources.  This comes out to $1,615 per benefit 
eligible employee.  The table below is the Bureau of Finance and Management’s (BFM) 
allocation based on an average benefit eligible FTE count from July-October of 4,620 FTE.  The 
general funds were provided as part of HB1060, with the system responsible to fund the federal 
and other fund portion. 

 
 
SB90:  This amendment would alleviate some of the strain on tuition and fee budgets by 
providing $2.0M in general funds to cover a portion of the tuition and fees health insurance 
shortfall.  The dollars will cover 58.7% of the system’s total tuition and fee obligation.  Based on 
the analysis conducted by the Central Office, the distribution of the dollars is shown below. 

 

BFM - FY13 Health Insurance Shortfall

General Federal Other Total
BHSU 135,649$       122,500$       446,410$       704,559$          
DSU 149,806$       55,337$         170,514$       375,657$          
NSU 165,139$       14,155$         169,327$       348,621$          
SDSMT 229,129$       186,288$       341,437$       756,854$          
SDSU 895,214$       412,079$       1,636,824$    2,944,117$       
AES 125,508$       120,127$       97,846$         343,481$          
CES 116,829$       127,134$       15,344$         259,307$          
USD 467,124$       215,669$       470,053$       1,152,846$       
SSOM 195,811$       129,990$       108,932$       434,733$          
SDSD 19,074$         -$               -$               19,074$            
SDSBVI 54,166$         3,445$           -$               57,611$            
BOR 41,777$         -$               22,639$         64,416$            

Total 2,595,226$    1,386,724$    3,479,326$    7,461,276$       

SB90 - FY13 Health Insurance Shortfall

General Federal Other Total
BHSU 232,680$    -$             -$             232,680$    
DSU 145,206$    -$             -$             145,206$    
NSU 186,932$    -$             -$             186,932$    
SDSMT 140,377$    -$             -$             140,377$    
SDSU 673,917$    -$             -$             673,917$    
USD 577,203$    -$             -$             577,203$    
SSOM 43,685$       -$             -$             43,685$       

Total 2,000,000$ -$             -$             2,000,000$ 
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SB90 also added an additional $500,000 to the Agricultural Experiment Station’s budget 
for additional research.   
 
SB236:  SB236 allocated $900,000 to DSU for the expansion of their Information Systems 
Programs and Cyber Security Programs.  This was appropriated as a special; therefore, DSU will 
have four years to expend the money starting in FY13.  Attachment I is a copy of DSU’s plan to 
expend those dollars. 
 
 A summary of the additional general fund dollars provided within HB1060, SB90 and 
SB236 follows: 
 
 Health Insurance (Covers General Fund Shortfall)  $2,595,226 
 Health Insurance (Cover 58.7% of T&Fees Shortfall) $2,000,000 
 Agricultural Experiment Station (New Money)     $500,000 
 DSU Cyber Security Program  (New Money)     $900,000 
  Total       $5,995,226 
 



 
 

Special Appropriation (SB236) to Fund the Expansion of Information 
Systems Programs and Cyber Security Programs at Dakota State 
University 
 
South Dakota Gov. Dennis Daugaard signed Senate Bill 236 which provides Dakota State University $900,000 
in one-time State General Fund dollars. These funds will be used for the expansion of the information systems 
and cyber security programs at DSU by way of faculty recruitment and staff advancement. 
 
Growth in these programs will help provide economic development within South Dakota for industries in the 
areas of information technology and security. DSU has already partnered with four technology and security 
companies within the state in order to develop graduates who are experts in these areas. As professionals in 
these program areas continue to be in high demand, South Dakota has the chance to be a global leader in the 
security industry bringing in new companies and jobs to the state.  
 
The additional one-time dollars will cover the cost of adding four new faculty members over a three-year 
period.  The funding will be used in phases, hiring two new faculty members the first year and one each the 
next two years. It will also provide the necessary support staff to expand enrollment in the existing doctoral, 
masters, and undergraduate programs.  This enrollment growth in programs will sustain the additional 
faculty after the one-time funds are utilized (see attached budget for additional details). 
 
DSU was named one of four Centers of Academic Excellence in Cyber Operations by the National Security 
Agency (NSA) in 2012. DSU is not only the smallest school to receive that status, but also the only public 
university.   
 
Currently, Dakota State is the only institution in South Dakota to offer a bachelor’s degree in computer and 
network security and a Master of Science degree in information assurance along with a graduate certificate in 
ethical hacking.   
 
This fall DSU will begin offering a Master of Science in applied computer science as well, which focuses on 
preparing graduates to work in high level information technology and computer science related jobs that are 
available in technical, industrial, business and financial companies of all sizes, in South Dakota and in the 
region. The master’s program will complement the institution’s existing information technology-focused 
graduate programs by providing a strong computational and software development emphasis. The master’s 
program will be available on-campus and online. 
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Expansion of Info Systems and Cyber Security Programs at DSU

FY14 FY15 F16 FY17 FY18

Faculty Sal $90,000 $92,857 $95,804 $98,844 $101,982

Faculty Ben $20,730 $21,352 $21,992 $22,652 $23,332

# Of Faculty 2 3 4 4 4

Total Faculty Cost $221,460 $342,625 $471,185 $485,987 $501,254

Start Up Costs for new Faculty $55,880 $28,668 $29,419 $0 $0

OE Per Faculty $4,000 $4,127 $4,258 $4,393 $4,533

OE $8,000 $12,381 $17,032 $17,572 $18,130

Inflation Estimate 3.17% 3.17% 3.17% 3.17% 3.17%

Total Expense Projection $285,340 $383,674 $517,636 $503,559 $519,384

# new students 10 15 25 40 56

Credit hours per student 24 24 24 24 24

Total additional credit hours 240 360 600 960 1344

Tuition & Fee Rev per CH $344.11 $354.44 $365.07 $376.02 $387.30

Tuition & Fee Increase 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00%

Additional Revenue $82,587 $127,597 $219,042 $360,981 $520,535

Rev - Expenses (Net) -$202,753 -$256,077 -$298,593 -$142,577 $1,152

Cumulative Net -$202,753 -$458,830 -$757,423 -$900,000

Assumptions:

Two month start up package for new faculty plus $5000 per faculty for equipment and other research needs

Total Expense Projection = Faculty Salary & Ben + Start Up + OE

# new students is increase from FY13 as a base number

credit hours per student is assumed to be 12 per semester or 24 per year

Tuition and Fee revenue per credit hour is an avg based on estimated distribution of resident/non-resident students

Additional Revenue = (Tuition & Fee Rev per CH) X (total additional credit hours)
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